
A fresh start, a risual education start



The CONEL Excellence Awards is a yearly event hosted by the College of Haringey, 
Enfield and North East London; the award highlights and appreciates outstanding 
achievements of their students, apprentices and staff. 

Jason Mehmet-Clare, who has recently finished his Level 3 Infrastructure Technician 
apprenticeship, achieved the CONEL Excellence Award in December 2019 along 
with a Distinction in his apprenticeship. From working in transport and logistics for 
20 years to changing his career to suit his passion, Jason has undergone massive 
changes and with the support of risual Education has seen amazing results. 

The CONEL Excellence Award



Jason has always been interested in computers, building his own and learning how 
they work in his spare time, so when the opportunity arose to change his career, he 
wanted a role he felt passionate about. 

Unlike most of risual apprentices, who are school-leavers, Jason had over 20 
years’ experience in a work environment but when it came to apprenticeships it’s 
something that he hadn’t looked into. 

After realising that he could earn money, and more importantly gain relevant 
industry experience, while earning a qualification, Jason knew that the 
apprenticeship route was for him. However, he didn’t have confidence in the 
big providers with separate training facilities, instead he wanted to find an 
apprenticeship from a learning institute he had trust in. 

Jason applied for lots of apprenticeships through his local College, who were in 
partnership with risual Education. Jason had confidence in risual Education from the 
beginning because of their partnership with an already well-established college. 

He then got a call from risual Education about an apprenticeship close to home, 
which being a man with children and responsibilities was a perfect fit to his lifestyle. 

“Enfield Grammar were pleasantly surprised that I wasn’t the stereotypical apprentice.”

Jason Clare
risual Education Apprentice & Winner of the CONEL Excellence Award

The journey begins



Although Jason had worked before, he found that during the course of the 
apprenticeship his mind-set began to change. He was no longer picking the biggest 
problem and tackling it first, he had learnt to take a more methodical approach 
in his problem-solving. Challenging whichever problem needs to be fixed most 
urgently first. 

Throughout his apprenticeship, Jason also found his confidence growing. He 
now had the knowledge to back up his reasoning and logic, which gave him the 
confidence to challenge, innovate and share ideas. 

Jason has now finished his Level 3 Infrastructure Technician apprenticeship and 
moved on to a degree-level qualification. risual Education kick started Jason’s career 
and now he’s continuing to learn and expand his knowledge. 

“An apprenticeship pointed me in the right direction, I am no longer worrying about 
where to start my career.”

Jason Clare
risual Education Apprentice & Winner of the CONEL Excellence Award

A risual change



Concentrate
“Only concentrate on one task at a time, don’t try and do multiple tasks because 
you’ll end up doing all of them badly. It will take longer doing one task at a time but 
ultimately your quality of work will be better.” 

Organise
“Organisation is a skill worth investing in, when you have a clear view of what you 
want to achieve, and when you want to achieve by, the stress of deadlines will 
become a thing of the past.”

Relate
“If you’re studying multiple topics then relate them to one another, see what else 
they can be related to that you’d find interesting and pursue it.” 

Research
“Look outside your normal, everyday teachings for things that relate, and you enjoy. 
Expand your knowledge by taking online courses or even just researching what 
you’re studying online.” 

 

Jason’s guidance



Key benefits of a risual apprenticeship

Understanding of Knowledge
Often Jason struggled with gauging his own abilities, often assuming                 
everyone knew as much as he did. This often led to over-estimating others and                             
under-estimating himself. The clarity provided in the course roles, levels and      
modules gave him a better understanding of not only his own knowledge, but also 
the knowledge of others, now he knows where his gaps are and where he can fill the 
gaps in other people’s knowledge. 

“I know there’s a lot more to learn but the apprenticeship has given me insight into 
what I want to learn and what I already know”. - Jason Clare 

Confidence
With the increased knowledge came increased confidence. Jason now has 
self-confidence and the ability to back up his knowledge with first hand experiences. 

“I wish I’d made this choice years ago.” - Jason Clare

Meeting New People
Working as a risual apprentice has given Jason the opportunity to meet diverse and 
interesting people, to create some great friendships both at his work and at risual. 
He’s been given the chance to meet like-minded people, through his role. 

”I’ve met so many new and different people that I wouldn’t have without the risual   
apprenticeship.” - Jason Clare

Re-Investing in Himself
Through exploring new ways to learn and new topics, Jason has found a passion for 
learning. He is now going to continue his learning path with a Degree and does not 
want to stop after once he has completed the course. 

Clare”Ignited a passion I didn’t know I possessed”. - Jason Clare

If you’d be interested in hiring a risual apprentice or becoming a risual apprentice 
then get in touch with our Education team today at enquiries@risual.com

www.risual.com enquiries@risual.com 0300 303 2044


